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1.  Purpose or Objective 

 

The purpose of this standard is to establish a policy that will designate specific alert tones to 

types of transmissions on interoperability resources such as the regional CALL talkgroups. 

 

2.  Technical Background 

 

 Capabilities 

The ISICS Platform can support various tones that can be associated with types of information 

being shared via announcements from public safety communication centers (PSCC) consistent 

with ISICS Standard 1.12.0 - Announcements. 

 

 Constraints 

There are a limited number of unique tones available for use on the ISICS Platform.  PSCCs may 

not have an integrated dispatch console to attach a tone to the transmission. 

 

3.  Operational Context 

 

Alert tones can alert users of pertinent or vital information that is about to be passed from PSCCs 

to them.  Dispatchers are often left with decisions to make regarding broadcasts and alert tones 

with limited information.  If alert tones are over-used, they may lose their meaning with public 

safety personnel.  However, vital information could be missed if alert tones are not used when 

appropriate.   

 

Alert tones should be used judiciously and reserved for the communication of the most critical 

life safety situations. 

https://isicsb.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/isics_standard_1.12.0_-_announcements_1.pdf
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4.  Recommended Protocol/ Standard 

 

Routinely adding an alert tone to all broadcasts is discouraged.   

 

Some types of broadcasts should be preceded with a steady alert tone of approximately 1,000 Hz 

lasting 2-3 seconds include but are not limited to:   

 Amber alert  

 Hazard to in-field personnel or Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) such as: 

o Evacuation alert 

o Tornado Emergency1,2 as issued by the National Weather Service 

o Wrong way driver   

o Responder in need of assistance  

 Active assailant 

 Pursuit  

 Final radio call for line of duty death 

 

Except under extreme circumstances, the type of broadcast that should not be preceded with an 

alert tone include: 

 Informational  

 “Make your own case” broadcasts 

 Distracted driver  

 Routine driving complaint 

 

5.  Recommended Procedure 

 

At the time of the announcement, the dispatcher should ensure the appropriate tone precedes the 

transmission.  The dispatcher shall ensure the tone has finished before speaking. 

 

6.  Management 

 

The Operations Committee is responsible for reviewing this standard as needed for efficacy.  The 

Training Committee shall create a training module for dispatchers and in-field personnel.   

                                                 
1 Page 2 of https://www.weather.gov/media/aly/SpecialStatements/National_IBW.pdf 
2 Explanation of Impact Based Warnings:  https://www.weather.gov/impacts/ 
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